The estimation of the elastic properties of the crust from surface seismic recordings is of great importance for the understanding of the lithology and the detection of mineral resources. Although in marine re ection experiments only P-waves are recorded, information on shear properties of the medium are contained in the reection amplitudes recorded at di erent distances from the source. Being able to estimate both dilatational and shear properties gives much more constraints on the lithology. It is therefore desirable to recover both types of elastic parameters from multio set seismograms. In the real data example presented here, the amplitude of the re ections cannot be explained by one parameter related to the dilatational properties (P-impedance) only, when trying to minimize the least-squares t between synthetic and real multio set seismograms. When adding an additional parameter related to the shear properties (Poisson's ratio), the t between synthetic and real seismograms improves. Synthetic waveform tting experiments underline the possibility to recover Poisson's ratio, when the P-impedance model is well known from tting waveforms recorded at small o sets. In the real data example, the resulting models for P-impedance and Poisson's ratio are anticorrelated in most depth regions but are correlated at a certain depth region indicating a sudden change in lithology.
Introduction
Finding the corresponding Earth model for a given set of seismograms can be cast as a least-squares inverse problem (Tarantola, 1987) . In this case, the mis t function, the di erence between real and synthetic seismograms, is minimized in order to nd the Earth model which best explains the observed seismograms.
Marine re ection seismograms contain in principal two types of information on the spatial variation of the elastic properties. First, the arrival times of the dominant re ections determine the long-wavelength variations of the P-velocity in the medium. Second, the short-wavelength contrasts of the elastic properties determine the amplitudes of the re ections recorded at di erent o sets at or near the surface.
The problem of nding the velocity model is strongly nonlinear. When modeling real seismograms this is the most di cult part of the inversion process. The tting of IP-24: Igel, Djikp ess e and Tarantola Elastic Inversion of Marine Data waveform requires the calculation of synthetic seismograms. Currently the computation time for full wave eld synthetic seismograms for elastic models is still too large to allow for an automated nonlinear search for the best velocity model. In the real data example discussed below we searched for the velocity model by standard velocity analysis and trial and error.
Finding the short wavenumber contrasts of the elastic parameters is better behaved, when the velocity model is su ciently known. Then the search for the model that best explains the data can be undertaken with local search techniques such as the gradient method.
The aim of this study is to recover from marine seismic data not only contrasts in P-impedance but contrasts in Poisson's ratio also. Knowing Poisson's ratio in addition to P-impedance with su cient accuracy may put considerably more constraints on the lithological properties of the Earth's crust.
Usually an elastic medium is described by the Lam e parameters and the density. Although other parametrizations are mathematically equivalent, the convergence properties of an inversion algorithm depends on the parameters chosen. Why did we choose Pimpedance and Poisson's ratio? Analysis of the di raction of P-waves from perturbations in the elastic constants suggests that only two parameters can be resolved from seismic data that mainly consist of re ected P-waves and have limited o sets. Based on an analysis of point di ractors, Tarantola (1986) suggested that the second best parameter to be recovered after P-impedance is S-impedance. However, a recent analysis by D ebski and Tarantola (1993) showed that for at di ractors (layers), P-impedance and Poisson's ratio are less correlated than P-impedance and S-impedance, and are therefore more easily recovered by waveform inversion than other parameter combinations.
Several researchers have tried multiparameter waveform inversion of marine data focusing on the problem of nding more than one elastic parameter describing the dilatational properties. Kormendi (1989) performs a three-parameter inversion for density, Pand S-impedance in the -p domain, but only synthetic data were inverted. Crase et al. (1990) invert for both P-and S-impedance. Their synthetic tests show that S-impedance are much worse resolved and artifacts appear in the nal S-impedance results. Their modeling was a two-dimensional nite-di erence technique. It can be shown (Igel, 1993) that this introduces errors when the real data are compared with synthetic data due to the incorrect modeling of the geometrical spreading e ect. Mendes et al. (1990) perform a migration/inversion for P-and S-impedance as well as Poisson's ratio, but seismograms are compared only qualitatively.
Apart from waveform inversion, information on the elastic properties of re ectors can be obtained by AVO-analysis (Amplitude Versus O set). For individual re ections, the amplitude is extracted as a function of o set and converted into re ection coe cients as a function of re ection angle. Comparison with theoretical re ection coe cients then allows to constrain the re ector properties. However, AVO-analysis is based on the assumption that the re ector is at, which may not be the case. In addition, complicated interactions between waves and the e ects of thin layering are not taken into account (Xu et al., 1993; Martinez, 1993) . The advantage of performing waveform inversion based on the elastic wave equation, is that in principle all wave phenomena (in the elastic approximation) are accounted for.
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Following the ideas of Tarantola (1987) , the least-squares inverse problem for seismic waveforms can be written as follows.
Let p obs be the observed pressure seismograms, p calc the theoretical seismograms, and C the covariance matrix, then a probability density function may be de ned as 
has its global minimum. For uncorrelated errors the elements of the covariance matrix are given by C ij = (v i ) 2 ij (4) where v i are the variances describing the uncertainties in the data.
The seismic inverse problem requires roughly three steps. First, unless the source has been directly measured during the experiment, the time signature and the radiation pattern of the source have to be estimated. Theoretically this problem can not be solved by an analysis of re ected arrivals unless the structure of the re ector is perfectly known. If one assumes the re ector known, then the problem is quasilinear and can be treated with local search algorithms (e.g. Lindgren, 1992) . Second, the velocity model has to be found which accurately predicts the arrival times of the main re ections in the seismograms. Since this problem is very nonlinear, global search algorithms should be used. This has been attempted by Koren et al. (1991) and Jin et al. (1992) . Once a good velocity model has been found, the nal step of the inversion, the estimation of the short-wavelength elastic contrasts of the medium can be undertaken. Since this problem is quasilinear, it can be solved with local search methods.
The way we approached the rst two steps are discussed in the section on real data inversion. The third step, the inversion for the elastic contrasts | in our case P-impedance and Poisson's ratio | is carried out with a preconditioned steepest descent method. Gradient techniques for the acoustic and elastic wave equation have been discussed extensively in the literature (Tarantola, 1986; Mora, 1987 Mora, , 1989 Crase et al., 1990) , to which the interested reader is referred. The iterative algorithm we are using is close to the one presented by Crase (1990) with the exception, that our forward modeling is the nite di erence solution to the wave equation in cylindrical coordinates (see Appendix A). This is a crucial di erence since that allows us to have the correct geometrical spreading for one-dimensional models. When using cartesian 2-D modeling, errors may occur when comparing real and synthetic data (Igel, 1993) even when the real data are converted to 2-D.
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The starting model for the inversion for the contrasts is a smooth version of the velocity model and the estimated source. At each iteration, synthetic seismograms are calculated and compared with the observed seismograms. The gradient of the mis t function (equation (3)) can be calculated by correlating the forward propagating wave eld with another wave eld propagating backwards in time with nal conditions instead of initial conditions and the residuals acting as sources at the receiver locations (Tarantola, 1986) . Some details can be found in Appendix B. The gradient consists of the model perturbations in the elastic parameters, with which the model for the next iteration is updated. To optimize the size of this perturbation, in other words the steplength, an additional forward modeling per parameter per iteration is required (Pica, 1988) . The preconditioning we use simply corrects for the geometrical spreading e ect of the forward and backward propagating wave elds.
It is clear that the body of our gradient algorithm to recover the contrasts consists of the part modeling wave propagation, which can be used without hardly any modi cations for both the forward and the backward propagating elds. The wave equation is solved using nite di erences with convolutional operators on a staggered grid . The time extrapolation is done by a Taylor expansion. In the numerical examples we use an 8-point operator in space and 4-th order time extrapolation.
The iterative gradient algorithm can be summarized in the following steps:
For all iterations n (1) Initialize the Earth model m n using as parameters , , and .
(2) Solve the forward problem to obtain seismograms p. We now want to test the feasibility of the gradient algorithm to recover the Pimpedance and the Poisson's ratio model, when the source and the velocity model are known.
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Synthetic Seismogram Inversion
A set of synthetic seismograms was created with the algorithm introduced above. The model of the short-wavelength contrasts consists of two independant one-dimensional models for P-impedance and Poisson's ratio taken from other inversion experiments. (Figure 1 shows the true models and the initial models used in the inversion). The water layer is 400m thick and the explosive source is located 7.5m below the water surface. 100 receivers are located between 150m and 4650m at 7.5m depth. The pressure seismograms for the true model are shown in Figure 2 .
The seismograms | although the model is one-dimensional | show complicated reections, caused by the interference of waves re ected by the wiggly contrasts. For seismograms of such kind, an AVO analysis would be impossible, because due to the interference, no re ections are continuous up to large o sets and could be used to determine re ection IP-24: Igel, Djikp ess e and Tarantola Elastic Inversion of Marine Data The rst step of the inversion is to determine the P-impedance model for the near o set range (maximum o set 650m). For this o set range the re ected amplitudes depend dominantly on the P-impedance. It is important to note that attempts to jointly invert for P-impedance and Poisson's ratio including all o sets from the beginning failed. The parameters seem too correlated to allow a joint inversion using a subspace method as suggested by Sambridge et al. (1991) . In some sense one can orthogonalize the problem by rst inverting for P-impedance only and then including the large o sets. This is particularly justi ed for one-dimensional models. Then the P-impedance model is dominantly determined by near-vertical re ections. The nal mis t for the near-o set section after 38 iterations was 0.5% 2 . The true and nal P-impedance model is shown in Figure 3 , top. The P-impedance model was well recovered down to a depth of 1700m. The strong re ector at 2000m was revored in phase but not completely in amplitude. The depth region below 2300m was not well recovered.
After the P-impedance inversion all o sets are added and the algorithm iterates for the Poisson's ratio model. After 21 iterations the nal result for Poisson's ratio was obtained (Figure 3, bottom) . The initial mis t for all o sets after inversion for P-impedance was 3.7% which was reduced by the inversion for Poisson's ratio down to 1.5%, the nal mis t for all seismograms.
In the top part of the model (above 1750m) Poisson's ratio has been found quite accurately although the contrasts are small (Figure 3, bottom) . The amplitude and the phase of the re ector at 2200m has also been recovered. Below, the phase seems to have been recovered but not the amplitude.
In Figure 4 we compare seismograms from the true model, the nal model, the initial model and the residuals seismograms for some o sets. The waveforms and the amplitudes as a function of o set seem to have been well explained by the inversion. Yet the amplitude of the deeper contrasts has not perfectly been found. This may indicate that there are secondary minima in the mis t function due to the strong interference of the re ections.
The Real Data Set
In the previous section it is shown that in principle it is possible to invert for Poisson's ratio using waveform inversion methods, when the P-impedance model is su ciently well known. Now a real data common-midpoint gather is inverted, which has been extracted from a large data set recorded by Exxon in the Mississippi Delta in the Gulf of Mexico. The area under study is of sedimentary nature and is known to be near horizontally strati ed in the depth region where hydrocarbons are expected. The maximum receiver o set is 4650m. When the medium is su ciently at, which is the case in our data example, then in principle the seismograms can be explained by a mean one-dimensional Earth model at the common mid-point.
In order to have a good signal-to-noise ratio eight adjacent common mid-point gathers were summed. The resulting data set used in the inversion is shown in Figure 5 . Comparison of the raw common-mid point gathers with the summed set has shown that the overall amplitude characteristics (in particular with o set) is not altered by the summing but the signal to noise ratio improves.
The Source
Prior to inverting for the velocity model and the contrasts, the source properties have to be estimated. First, the source used in the experiment was an air-gun array. This implies that the source has a horizontal extension, which even in the absence of the water surface leads to an anisotropic radiation pattern. The radiation pattern is of course in uencing the amplitude of re ected waves recorded at di erent o sets. The air-gun array modeling package MODGUN allows the calculation of the radiation pattern for a given air-gun array geometry. By inputting point sources of di erent amplitude at di erent points in our nite di erent grid we can simulate the horizontal extension of the source and obtain a similar radiation pattern (Figure 6 ).
Second, we must estimate the source time function. Unfortunately we were not able to model the individual airguns and obtain reasonable t with the real data, for reasons IP-24: Igel, Djikp ess e and Tarantola Elastic Inversion of Marine Data not well understood. Finally, a ricker wavelet which approximated well the waveform of re ected arrivals from the lower part of the model was chosen. The t can be appreciated in Figure 7 , a comparison between seismograms from a layered model and the real seismograms where the synthetic source was used. Insu cient knowledge of the source time function may lead to inaccuracies in the shape of the re ectors found in later inversion steps. Ideally the source should be measured (Ziolkowski, 1991) .
The Velocity Model
From a previous 2-D inversion (Noble, 1992) on the same data set, an approximate velocity model was available which we used as a starting model to nd the velocity model that qualitatively best ts the main re ections of the CMP shown in Figure 5 . Migration-based velocity analysis and trial and error resulted in a layered structure, for which synthetic seismograms are shown in Figure 7 . Waveforms of real and synthetic seismograms are compared for 10 di erent o sets covering the whole o set range. The layered model is plotted in Figure 8 , top. Comparison with the real seismograms shows that the arrival times of the direct wave, the waterbottom re ection and the re ection at about 2.4 twoway travel time are explained approximately within a quarter of a period. This gives us con dence that we can use a smoothed version of this layered model as an initial model in the gradient inversion for P-impedance and Poisson's ratio contrasts. 
P-impedance and Poisson's Ratio Contrasts
In the nal step of the inversion we try to t re ection amplitudes by inverting for the short-wavelength contrasts in the elastic parameters. In order to obtain a good Pimpedance model, we iterate for the rst 10 traces (minimum o set 150m, receiver spacing 45m) for P-impedance only. The initial model (Figure 8 , top, dashed) was a smoothed version of the layered P-velocity model discussed above.
After 40 iterations the resulting synthetics match well the real data in the time window shown in Figure 9 . The mis t in this window is 9.1%. This suggests that the P-impedance model (Figure 8 , bottom) | at least for the depth region corresponding to this part of the seismograms | is good enough so that an inversion for Poisson's ratio including seismograms from all o sets can be undertaken.
How much of the energy seen at all o sets can we explain with this P-impedance model found for the near-o set traces? Calculating synthetic seismograms for all o sets with the nal P-impedance model and constant leads to the seismograms shown in Figure 10 for 10 di erent o sets and compared to the real data.
Comparing the synthetic seismograms and the residuals with the real data suggests the following: Apart from the waterbottom re ection, the near o sets are well explained. Most of the residual energy increases with o set. The re ections at 2.0 and 2.4 seconds two-way travel time do not have the right amplitude behavior with o set. While the amplitude in the synthetics for the 2.4s re ection considerably decreases with o set, on the contrary it remains nearly constant for the whole o set in the real data. This is further demonstrated in Figure 11 . In this gure the 2.4s re ection is aligned along a travel-time curve. The residuals increase with o set which is not caused by a phase shift due to an error in the velocity model.
Consequently all o sets are included and an inversion is carried out for Poisson's ratio, leading | after an additional 25 iterations | to the model shown in Figure 12 . The resulting nal synthetic seismograms are compared with the real seismograms in Figure 13 . The nal mis t for all seismograms was 44.7%.
Compared to the t obtained after the inversion for the P-impedances it can be noticed that for example the amplitude behavior of the re ections at 2.0s and 2.4s are better explained after additional inversion for Poisson's ratio (Figure 13 ). The t of the strong re ector at 2.4 seconds is demonstrated in Figure 14 . There is hardly any coherent mis t for the whole o set range. The mis t in this window decreased by 15.6% to a nal 23.4%. Now the amplitude variations with o set have been well explained which was not possible with the P-impedance model alone, obtained by the near-o set inversion.
The resulting Poisson's ratio model ( Figure 12 ) shows a strong positive perturbation in Poisson's ratio at 2200m depth. This contrast is responsable for the reduction of the mis t of the 2.4s re ection.
The Final Models
Let us have a closer look at the nal models. In Figure 15 we marked four di erent depths corresponding to some pronounced changes in P-impedance and Poisson's ratio. The rst observation is that there seems to be a strong correlation between the two models. Re ectors A, B and D seem to be anticorrelated while re ector C is correlated.
Comparison of the corresponding events in the synthetic seismograms (Figure 16 ) with the synthetics after the inversion for P-impedance ( Figure 10 ) demonstrates that after the P-impedance inversion re ections A, B, and D were too strong with increasing o set. This has been compensated by a negative change in Poisson's ratio. Re ection C was too weak and has been healed with a positive perturbation in Poisson's ratio. This strongly suggests that re ector C represents a drastic change in lithological properties. From borehole studies in nearby well it is known that the re ector seen at approximately 2200m corresponds to a gas sand. The strong contrasts in Poisson's ratio and P-impedance may be caused by the sudden change of porosity and pore space content a ecting P-and S-velocity.
Discussion
In this work we have attempted to invert the waveform of marine re ection seismograms where recordings from near up to very large o sets were available with the aim of recover-IP-24: Igel, Djikp ess e and Tarantola Elastic Inversion of Marine Data IP-24: Igel, Djikp ess e and Tarantola Elastic Inversion of Marine Data ing both P-impedance and Poisson's. The synthetic experiments show that even when the velocity model is known, the iterative waveform inversion for Poisson's ratio is sensitive to imperfections in the P-impedance model found by initially inverting the near-o set recordings. This suggests that an inversion for Poisson's ratio only makes sense when the P-impedance model has been determined with high accuracy. An inversion for Poisson's ratio with an imperfect P-impedance model will lead to arti cial contrasts in the nal model, which may be of a size similar to the physical signal one wants to detect. In our synthetic experiment, the structure of the waterbottom was known. Other tests where the water bottom was not known and a smooth initial model was used led to less accurate solutions probably because of the problems to recover low wavenumbers in the model. When the waterbottom is not well known, then the multiples interfering with the re ections from the deeper part of the models are out of phase and lead to nonlinear e ects, which are di cult to circumvent with gradient methods. The model for Poisson's ratio could be found in the part of the model, where the P-impedance model is well known.
In our real data example an attempt has been made to invert a common-midpoint gather for one-dimensional models both in P-impedance and Poisson's ratio. An initial inversion for P-impedance gave a reasonable t for the part of the seismogram following the waterbottom re ection which was not well modeled. The incorrect modeling of the waterbottom re ection may be due to lack of knowledge of the source function and/or the structure of the waterbottom which may not well be simulated by an elastic modeling not taking into account attenuation.
The insu cient modeling of the waterbottom a ects the strong energy seen at large o sets due to critical re ections. The wavefronts of real and synthetic seismograms are out of phase and not tted in the process of the inversion. Supposedly this part of the seismogram is nonlinearly related to the model parameters and can therefore not easily be inverted by gradient methods.
Adding Poisson's ratio as a parameter of the Earth model considerably decreases the mis t between real and synthetic seismograms. The most impressive t is achieved for re ector C from Figure 15 . The result for this re ection suggests that the perturbation in Poisson's ratio found by the algorithm is a physical rather than an arti cial e ect.
There is less certainty about the re ections A,B and D from Figure 15 . For example, re ector D may be caused by an imperfect modeling of the bubble oscillations following the main peak of the source time function (the source was modeled by a Ricker wavelet). It is very unfortunate that the source was not known (measured during the experiment). This implies that there is uncertainty about the actual shape of the re ectors. However, since the radiation pattern has been well simulated, we believe that at least the polarity and the amplitude of the contrasts in P-impedance and Poisson's ratio are reliably estimated by the inversion, assuming there are no other dominating e ects such as anisotropy and attenuation.
So far the problems of explaining the amplitude-versus-o set are mainly addressed with AVO-migration techniques. In order to carry out an AVO inversion, for each re ector the re ectivity as a function of re ection angle has to be determined. There are main di culties with this procedure. Xu et al., 1993 , points out the problems of the correct determination of the re ection angle. In addition, once the re ectivity has been found, the re ection coe cients are compared with theoretical ones usually obtained by some approximation to the Zoeppritz equations which are valid only in a limited angular range IP-24: Igel, Djikp ess e and Tarantola Elastic Inversion of Marine Data (Shuey, 1985) not including the critical angle.
A challenge to future research will be quantify the certainty of results of the type presented here and to discuss whether further re nements of the modeling like attenuation and anisotropy are necessary.
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These equations will allow us to compute synthetic seismograms (in our case we are recording pressure p in the water layer which is related to the strains as p = ? (   11   +   22   +   33 ), no matter the coordinate system) which we compare with the observed seismograms using the least-squares norm.
